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Abstract 

Classic NDT is not enough for estimation of the residual resource since it detects already  developed defects 

which may be overcritical at the moment of its detection. 

The determination and monitoring of material structure condition and change is sufficient for estimation of the 

residual resource, especially of potentially dangerous objects in power generation, chemical industry, oil and gas 

storage and processing. 

While classic metallographic microscopy is related to sample cut, and therefore is destructive and residual resource 

reducing technique; the onsite or non-destructive metallographic microscopy offers the resource-saving solution for 

structure condition estimation. 

A line of portable metallographic microscopes was developed by SAIC MICROKON LLC, together with software 

allowing to get precise quantitative analysis of structure, compensating the limitations of portable optics. 

The role of onsite techniques, its limitations and advantages are considered in the paper. 
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1. Introduction 

 

Problem of resource definition and extension for safe operation of machines and aggregates is actual 

in all industrially advanced countries. This problem is of special meaning potentially dangerous 

objects in power generation, chemical industry, oil and gas storage and processing.  

Russian and foreign specialists generally accepted the approach proposed by authors, and delivered 

as the paper at 8
th
 ECNDT in Berlin (2006) [10], [11]. This approach assumes application of 

classic non-destructive testing, hardness testing, and quantitative metallography as the 

minimum basis of the residual resource estimation. 

The nondestructive testing provides information of already developed discontinuities 

affecting the durability; hardness testing gives the integral estimation of the structure 

condition; and quantitative metallography gives the quantitative estimation of the condition of 

metal structure. 

 

2. The model of technical condition 

 

The concept of technical condition of the object, for which the resource is determined, is the 

base concept is the resource estimation system, independently from stage of object life 

(design, manufacturing, operation or reconstruction) - Fig.1. 

 

 



 

 

Fig.1. Determination of the set of technical parameters for the estimation of the object condition. 

 

 

The technical condition of the object is described by the set of parameters of technical 

condition (PTC), set by technical documentation. Among PTC parameters, are loading and 

operating conditions, design parameters and parameters characterizing structure the properties 

of the material.  

Depending of mechanisms of degradation, PTC changing within operation, and 

depending on the operating conditions, are defined. These PTC are included first into the 

system of diagnostics in operation. The alteration of the technical condition and construction 

resource is described by PTC change. 

The system of technical condition monitoring includes inspection methods that are 

chosen depending of mechanisms of construction degradation. 

The alteration of the PTC within operation can lead the object into the terminal state, by 

which its restoration and/or further operation is senseless or impossible. Timeous detection of 

the moment of system transition into the terminal state is the main task of the system for 

technical condition monitoring. The residual resource within the operation defines time until 

the terminal state. 

Generally, the terminal state is related to: 

          - the destruction of single elements of the construction or formation of the exploitation 

defects, by which further operation is not possible unless restoration measures are taken;  

          - the change of the geometry of construction elements, by which further operation is not 

possible due to the danger of destruction or impossibility to fulfill its technological functions. 

The terminal states related to the destruction of elements of the construction, include: 



- Short-term viscous and / or brittle fracture; 

- Failure under creep conditions; 

- Fatigue failure. 

Terminal state related to changes in the shape of structural elements, include: 

- The accumulation of harmful plastic deformation; 

- Local and general buckling. 

The monitoring of possible reach of the terminal states related to the accumulation of 

excessive deformations or damage due to the stress concentration near the defect or structural 

hub, does not require inspection of the material structure. These types of limit states can be 

controlled using conventional NDT methods (MPI, PT, etc.), with hardness testing and 

monitoring of the geometry. 

However, in practice it can be impossible to predict terminal state timely without 

monitoring of structural changes in the metal structure. 

First of all this refers to the constructions operated under possible realization of brittle 

fracture. These constructions include pipes and containers (tanks, gas tanks) for LNG 

transportation and storage. The inspection of metal structure shows that the process of 

embrittlement at low temperatures is related to the formation of microcracks at the grain 

boundaries, ie, with a change in the structure of the metal. 

 

3. Structure degradation and mechanical properties: technique influence 

 

For many of equipment types and its operating conditions the degradation of 

mechanical characteristics is related to the change metal structure on different levels (Table 

1). 

 

 

 

Table 1. 

Equipment Operation 

conditions 

The mechanism 

of degradation of 

mechanical 

properties 

Terminal 

state 

Inspection 

method 

Shortcomings of 

inspection method: 

Pipelines and 

vessels (tanks,  

gasholders, 

cisterns) for 

LNG transport 

and storage 

Load: static 

Temp.: 

-100 ÷ -30
0
С 

The weakening of 

cohesive strength 

of  chip boundaries 

and possible 

formation of 

intergranular 

microcracks 

Brittle 

failure 

Sample cut, 

microsamples  

 Sample cut requires 

welding to repair, 

which results in 

cracks. 

Microsample results 

in local 

deformation. 

Multiple 

microsamples result 

in stress 

concentration.  

Oil and gas 

equipment and 

Load: static, Operational strain 

aging (local 

Brittle Hrdness Hardness testing 

does not allow to 



pipelines cyclic 

Temp.: 

-30
0
С ÷ Тncr 

0
С

*)
  

accumulation of 

plastic 

deformation, 

structural changes) 

failure testing
**) 

Sample cut 

(more acc. to 

hardness 

testing results, 

less  acc. To 

operation time 

– from 20-30 

years). 

define timely the 

beginning of 

deformation aging. 

Sample cut requires 

welding to repair, 

which results in 

cracks. 

Reactors for 

preparation and 

processing of oil 

and gas, furnace 

equipment 

Load: static. 

Temp.: 

>Тcreep 
0
С  

***) 

Operation 

time 

exceeding 

calculated: 

>1,5-2,0⋅10
5
 

hours 

Changes in the 

structure of the 

material: 

formation and 

consolidation of 

micropores, the 

formation and 

development of 

microcracks, 

formation of 

macrocracks 

Ductile and 

brittle 

failure 

Sample cut (by 

operation over 

calculated 

operation 

time). 

 

Not possible to 

determine in what 

part of the creep 

diagram is the steel, 

without cutting  

samples of metal. 

Sample cut requires 

welding to repair, 

which results in 

cracks. 

 

*)
Тncr – the temperature at which the effects of creep are not considered. 

**)
 MR-8. The evaluation of the mechanical properties of construction elements of pipelines. Moscow, Nedra 

Publ., 1998 (Approved by State Committee tor Supervision of Safe Working Practices in Industry and for Mine 

Supervision (Gosgortekhnadzor) in 1998). 

***)
Тcreep – the temperature at which the effects of creep are considered. 

 

Thus, evaluation of technical condition requires the monitoring mechanical parameters 

defining resource of strength and fracture toughness. All these characteristics can be assessed 

by quantitative metallographic analysis. 

Quantitative metallography is among substantial parts of the residual resource 

estimation system, and its role is twofold, at least: 

           - microscopic metallography gives information on the condition of metal structure, 

which can be related directly to the durability; 

           - the development and potential danger of macrodefects can be forecasted by the 

development of microdefects. 

Generally such testing is performed by sample cut or microsampling. This approach 

shows drawbacks.  

Sample cut inevitably leads to operation shutdown and further repair. Even if the costs 

of operation break are not taken into the view, repair by welding leads to embrittlement, 

cracking; may lead to even more repair volume, and finally – to the degradation of the 

residual resource. 

Microsample is taken mechanically (chip, cut, saw cut). Microsample locations are 

polished after sampling. The lack of method is the necessity to provide the representative 

selection from stress concentrations, with absence of deformations at the same time.   

It is seen that such technique degrades the residual resource, and should be substituted 

with nondestructive technique as possible. 



By this, nondestructive technique has to confirm following requirements: 

- the inspection is to be carried out with no material destruction; 

- the representative selection is to be provided, including from hard accessible areas; 

- the monitoring of processes of degradation of the mechanical properties in the 

material structure should be provided at different scales. 

Optical NDT method confirms two last requirements, however classic destructive 

metallography degrades residual resource of the object – the examination assumes the sample 

cut which breaches object continuity. Restoration after the examination (usually, with 

welding) creates corrosion development centers. 

Replica method is nondestructive, and more bland technique comparing to the classic 

destructive metallography, with its drawbacks however. Among these, are: impossibility to 

examine the structure directly at the object, time needed to get replica to the lab, double time 

required if replica will be of improper quality. 

The application of stationary microscopes is the advantage of destructive and replica 

metallography. This allows to get big magnification as necessary and to use several methods  

of examination like differential-interferential contrast. 

 

4. Nondestructive microscopy: equipment and software 

 

Nondestructive microscopic metallography (NDMM) with portable metallographic 

microscopes is free from flaws described above, and provides following advantages: 

         - completely preserves the residual resource of the examined object;  

         - at once allows to get an image of prober quality, suitable for further analysis; 

         - allows to obtain quantitative estimation of structure condition, directly at the object; 

         - eliminates expenses for sample cut and object restoration, as well as for replica 

expendables; 

         - significantly reduces time for metallographic sample preparation; 

         - equipment cost 2-3 times less. 

By this, NDMM with portable metallographic microscopes is limited by magnification 

factor: it was found unpractical to work with magnification over 800 times – it comes difficult 

to stabilize optical system of the microscope so to obtain an image of a proper quality. 

Otherwise, if various optic or mechanic stabilizers are used, the microscope ceases to be 

portable by its size,  its weight incraeses. 

For tahsks of NDMM, the line of portable metallographic microscopes MICROKON 

MPM was designed by SAIC MICROKON LLC. Measuring metallographic imaging systems 

MICROKON MET are also designed and developed since 2001.  

The line of microscopes MICROKON MPM (Fig. 2) includes three basic models – 

MICROKON MPM-2U, MICROKON MPM-2U-KS and MICROKON MPM -2U-SP. 

The microscope MICROKON MPM-2U is used for wide range of tasks of microscopic 

metallography on the object. Due to 3-point setting table MICROKON MPM-2U can be used 



on cylindric and spheric surfaces, like pipe bends. The optical axis can be set precisely at right 

angle, it gives maximum sharpness in the view field. 

The microscope MICROKON MPM-2U-KS is equipped with X-Y stage.  This allows to 

get a traverse of shots of the surface without relocation of the instrument, that keeps polished 

surface from scratching, etc. The microscope MICROKON MPM-2U-KS is oftenly used to 

monitor grain size on steam pipes, for example according to GOST 5639.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.2. The line of portable 

metallographic microscopes 

MICROKON MPM: MICROKON 

MPM-2U (a), MICROKON MPM-

2U -KS (b), MICROKON MPM-

2U-SP (c) 

 

a  b  c  

 

The microscope MICROKON MPM-2U-SP is applied when only a small area is 

available to place the microscope (for example, on pipes of small diameter).  

The imaging systems MICROKON MET (Fig. 3) allow to carry out the complete 

metallographic inspection onsite, from surface preparation to the obtaining of a report. 

MICROKON MET imaging systems include portable metallographic microscope 

MICROKON MPM, photo channel which allows to obtain 10M images, battery- or mains-

operated portable polishing machine MICROKON SHLIF-2U or 3U, and the computer part 

equipped with MICROKON MET imaging and analysis software. 

The system includes calibrated micro ruler with which an image scale is defined by 

particular magnification factor of microscope.  

 

 

 

 

   

Fig. 3. Metallographic imaging system MICROKON 

МЕТ-65 
 Fig. 4. Portable polishing machine MICROKON 

Shlif-2U-S 



 

 

The imaging and image analysis software MICROKON MET is developed since 2001, 

and currently allows to carry out quantitative inspection of metal structure according to  

GOST 5639-82, GOST 21073.1-75, GOST 1778-70, GOST 11868-66, GOST 801-78, TU14-

3Р-55-2001, GOST 3443-87, GOST 8233, GOST 5640-68, GOST 26492-85, with output of 

corresponding report forms.  The MICROKON MET software includes structured protected 

archive system to store inspection results. 

Specifically for procedure according to GOST 5639-82 (grain size estimation) two 

different algorithms were created, one for the structure of homogeneous grain size and other 

for the structure with large difference in grain sizes.  

Also, first time for the procedure according to GOST 5639-82, an algorithm for the 

refinement of the grain borders was developed, under the author's name "Precision 

morphometric analysis," or PMA algorithm. The PMA allows, under certain restrictions,  to 

obtain reasonably accurate estimates of grain size on the images blurred due to difficult 

shooting conditions ([6], [7]). Later, PMA was installed into other procedures, where 

sharpness of grain boundaries and other objects in the image is important for the accuracy of 

estimation. 

In 2013, the procedure of image analysis with allocation and analysis of objects by 

color, was added to our wide set of procedures of image processing and analysis.  This 

procedure was named “Color Phase Analysis”  (CPA), as against of brightness phase analysis 

used for ferrous metals. 

This allows to estimate parameters of structure of parts made of copper, for instance. 

CPA allows to receive estimation of images of etched surfaces, more exact then brightness 

phase analysis, because areas perceptible in color may not have contrast being grayscaled.  . 

The example of CPA on color image of copper polished specimen, compared with 

brightness phase analysis, is shown on Fig.5. 

 

  

а  b  c 

 

Fig. 5. CPA compared to brightness phase analysis on color image  

 

 Brightness phase analysis finds more significant areas on the image, and separates it 

better. Thus, estimations of cross sectional dimensions, areas and other geometric 

characteristics of non-ferrous metal grains, more precise for upto 25-30%, could be obtained. 
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